13TH ANNUAL NEWS & DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARD NOMINATIONS ANNOUNCED BY
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES

New York, July 23 -- The 13th Annual News and Documentary Emmy Award nominations were
announced today by John Cannon, President of The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. A
total of 117 nominations in 30 categories were selected by blue ribbon peer panels from nearly 900 entries -
a record number. The Emmy Awards will be presented September 9th at a black-tie dinner and ceremony
at New York's Plaza Hotel.

The numerical breakdown, by broadcast entity, as compiled by the independent accountancy firm of
Lutz & Carr follows:

ABC 34   NBC 7
PBS 30   CNN 5
CBS 22   DISCOVERY 4
TBS 13   HBO 2

As in past years, newsmakers of national and international prominence will participate in the Emmy
Awards ceremony by presenting the Emmys to recipients. The newsmakers' names will be announced prior
to the ceremony.

Among the journalists who received Emmys last year were: Connie Chung, Peter Jennings, Bill
Moyers, Dan Rather, Diane Sawyer, Meredith Vieira and Mike Wallace. Among shows similarly recognized
with Emmys include: Primetime Live, 60 Minutes, 20/20, MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, Frontline and the
National Geographic Specials.

A complete and detailed list of the 13th Annual News and Documentary Emmy nominations is
attached.

(more)
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Nominations and awards were determined on the basis of excellence with no limitations as to number or areas.

Programs and Program Segments were entered and judged in their individual content "areas". All areas had the possibility of one award or no award, judged against standards of excellence only, non-competitively.

THE NOMINATIONS FOR PROGRAMS/SEGMENTS

Emmy(s) to Producer(s) and Reporter(s)/Correspondent(s)

----------------------------------------
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (PROGRAMS)

"THE LIBERATION OF KUWAIT" 2/27/91 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)

Erik Sorenson, Executive Producer; Jim McGlinchey, Chris Everson, David Fitzpatrick, Leroy Sievers, Jonathan Meyersohn, John Reade, Andy Thompson, David Green, Larry Doyle, Terry Wood, Andy Stevenson, Mario DeCarvalho, Irv Reinhardt, Mike Marriott, Mary Beth Toole, Ed Jackson, Wes Gordon, Steven Browneller, Producers; Dan Rather, Wyatt Andrews, David Martin, Bob Mckeown, Richard Threlkeld, Betsy Aaron, Frank Currier, Correspondents.

"GORBACHEV: THE FINAL HOURS" 12/26/91 ABC
(Primetime Live)

Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Scott Willis, Jonathan Talmadge, Holly Peterson, Producers; Ted Koppel, Rudy Bednar Reporter/Correspondent.

* Denotes Winner
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"WAR IN THE GULF" 2/13/91 CNN
Ed Turner, Executive Vice President, Newsgathering; Bob Furnad, Executive Vice President, Senior Executive Producer; Eason Jordan, Vice President, International News; Earl Casey, Vice President, Domestic News; Scot Woelfel, Executive Producer; Bernard Shaw, Susan Rook, Anchors.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (SEGMENTS)

"KURDISH REFUGEES" 4/91 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Steve Freidman, Executive Producer; Carrie Glasser, Jeff Riggins, Producers; Mike Boettcher, Correspondent.

"SOVIET COUP COVERAGE" 8/19-23/91 DISCOVERY
(World Monitor)
Simon Marks, Correspondent; Tira Shubart, Producer.

"THE GREAT DIVIDE - WICHITA ANTI-ABORTION" 8/26/91 PBS
(MacNeil Lehrer Newshour)
Merrill Schwerin, Producer; Patti Parson, Managing Producer; Elizabeth Brackett, Correspondent.

"SOVIET UNION - FUNERAL; AFTER THE PARTY; BACK ON THE FARM" 8/24, 25, 27/91 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Michael Gavshon, Producer; Anthony Mason, Correspondent.
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OUTSTANDING INSTANT COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (PROGRAMS)

"WAR IN THE GULF - FIRST REPORTS FROM INSIDE KUWAIT CITY" 2/25-26/91 CBS
(CBS News Special Events)

Lane Vernados, Executive Producer; Steve Jacobs, Jack Kelly, Susan Zirinsky, Terry Martin, Dick Jefferson, Senior Producer; Connie Chung, Dan Rather, Anchors; Bob McKeown, Richard Threlkeld, Correspondents.

"48 HOURS: THE COUP COLLAPSES" 8/21/91 CBS
(48 Hours)

Andrew Heyward, Lane Vernados, Executive Producers; Jack Kelly, Steve Jacobs, Terry Martin, Al Briganti, Senior Producers.

"DESERT STORM - DAYS 1,2,3" 1/16-18/91 ABC

Jeff Gralnick, Executive Producer; David Bohrman, Justin Freidland, Roger Goodman, Mike Duffy, Pat O'Neil, Richard Kaplan, Producers; Gary Shepard, Dean Reynolds, Bill Redeker, Forrest Sawyer, Britt Hume, Bob Zelnick, Jack McWethy, Correspondents; Peter Jennings, Anchor Broadcaster.

"100 HOURS" 2/24-28/91 ABC
(ABC News)

Bob Crawford, Producer; Forrest Sawyer, Correspondent.

"CNN'S INITIAL REPORTING OF THE ALLIED RAIDS ON BAGHDAD" 1/16/91 CNN
(The World Today)

Bob Furnad, Executive Vice President, Senior Executive Producer; Eason Jordan, Vice President, Managing Editor, International Desk; Peter Arnett, Bernard Shaw, John Holliman, Correspondents.
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OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY (PROGRAMS)

"HONORABLE NATIONS"
(Special) 7/2/91 PBS

David Stewart, Chana Gazit, Producers/Reporters.

"THE FAMINE IN AFRICA"
(Special) 6/21/91 CNN

Bob Furnad, Executive Vice President, Senior Executive Producer; Eason Jordan, Vice President, International News; Will King, Senior International News Editor; Ingrid Formanek, Larry Register, Rob Reynolds, Producers; Christiane Amanpour, Richard Blystone, Gary Streiker, Correspondents; Mike Klein, Executive Producer.

"LOSING THE WAR WITH JAPAN"
(Frontline) 11/19/91 PBS

Martin Koughan, Producer/Reporter; Martin Smith, Senior Producer; David Fanning, Executive Producer.

"THE HOME FRONT WITH BILL MOYERS"
5/29/91 PBS

Marc Levin, Producer; Judith Davidson, Executive Producer Bill Moyers, Correspondent.

"THE RISE AND FALL OF CEAUSESCU"
7/2/91 PBS

Anthony Geffen, Producer; Edward Behr, Correspondent.

"NOVA: SUICIDE MISSION TO CHERNOBYL"
(Nova) 10/22/91 PBS

Paula S. Aspell, Executive Producer; Edward Briffa, Larkin McPhee, Producers.
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OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY (SEGMENTS)

"SECRETS IN THE SERVICE: GAYS IN THE MILITARY" 3/29/91 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
David Sloan, Producer; John Stossel, Correspondent.

"WHY ARE THEY HERE" 4/19/91 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
Allan Maraynes, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent.

"MY JOB, MY HEALTH" 6/20/91 PBS
(The Health Quarterly)
Renata Simone, Executive Producer; Kerry Smith Marash, Producer;
Peter Jennings, Host.

"THE TERROR CONNECTION" 4/14/91 NBC
(NBC News Expose)
Paul Greenberg, Executive Producer; John Siceloff, Producer; Brian
Ross, Correspondent.

"DAVID'S WORLD" 12/8/91 NBC
(Sunday Today)
John Block, Producer; Bill Schechner, Correspondent.

"BOMBER OR BOMB" 6/27/91 ABC
(Primetime Live)
Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast
Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Ben Sherwood, Producer.
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===============================================
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM (PROGRAMS)

"INNOCENCE LOST/WHEN CHILDREN TESTIFY" 5/7/91 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Ofra Bikel, Producer.

"A NIGHTLINE INVESTIGATION: IRAN CONTRA TAPES" 10/2/91 ABC
(ABC News Nightline)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Ted Koppel Anchor; Mark Nelson, David Tabacoff, John Fielding, William Moore, Senior Producers; Tara Soneshine, Editorial Producer; C. Scott Willis, Jay Lamonica, Kathryn Kross, F.D. Wilkinson III, Anthony Barrett, Marilyn Fletcher, Roger Goodman, Leroy Sievers, Producers.

===============================================
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM (SEGMENTS)

"MUSTARD GAS" 6/16/91 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Charles C. Thompson II, Producer; Mike Wallace, Correspondent.

"MADE IN CHINA" 9/15/91 CBS
(60 Minutes)
David Gelber, Producer; Ed Bradley, Correspondent.

"PLUGGING THE LEAKS" 11/3/91 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Richard Bonin, Producer; Steve Kroft, Correspondent.

"CHILDREN FOR SALE" 4/14/91 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Ann deBoismilon, Producer; Lesley Stahl, Correspondent.
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"THE HUMANA COST"
(Primetime Live) 8/8/91 ABC
Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Sheila Hershow, Robert Calo, Producers; Sam Donaldson, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWER(S) (PROGRAMS)

"PINNACLE" SPECIAL EDITION: TOM CASSIDY TRIBUTE 3/30/91 CNN (Special Edition)
David Sager, Producer; Katharine Barrett, Co-Producer; Beverly Schuch, Host/Interviewer.

"THE SONGS ARE FREE WITH BERNICE JOHNSON REAGON & BILL MOYERS" 2/6/91 PBS
Gail Pellett, Producer; Bill Moyers, Interviewer.

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWER(S) (SEGMENTS)

"GOING PUBLIC" (Primetime Live) 12/19/91 ABC
Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Mark Lukasiewicz, Producer; Diane Sawyer, Interviewer.

"BARBARA STREISAND" (60 Minutes) 11/24/91 CBS
Paul Fine Producer; Mike Wallace Interviewer.

continued ...
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"BRYANT GUMBEL INTERVIEW WITH SEN. EDWARD KENNEDY"
(Today)  6/5/91  NBC
Bruce Reznick, Producer; Tom Capra, Executive Producer; Bob Wheelock, Senior Producer; J. Zucker, Supervisory Producer; Bryant Gumbel Interviewer.

"MARTINA" INTERVIEW WITH MARTINA NAVRATILOVA"  7/26/91  ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
Victor Neufeld, Executive Producer; Martin Clancy, Producer; Barbara Walters, Interviewer.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY (PROGRAMS)

"LOSING THE WAR WITH JAPAN"
(Frontline)  11/19/91  PBS
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Martin Koughan, Producer/Reporter.

"THE THOMAS NOMINATION"
(This Week with David Brinkley)  10/13/91  ABC
David Glodt, Executive Producer; Michael Clemente, Senior Producer; Veronique Rodman, Producer; David Brinkley, Barbara Walters, Sam Donaldson, Hodding Carter, Jack Smith, Correspondents.

"48 HOURS: FATAL SECRET"
(48 Hours)  2/2/91  CBS
Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Al Briganti, Senior Producer, Andrew Tkach, Brett Alexander, Nancy Duffy, Ira Sutow, Judith Bernstein, Brian O'Keefe, Producers; Phil Jones, Erin Moriarty, Richard Schlesinger, Doug Tunnell, Correspondents.
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"A LINE IN THE SAND: WHAT DID AMERICA WIN?" 9/12/91 ABC
(Special)
Tom Yellin, Executive Producer; Stuart Schwartz, Senior Broadcast Producer; David Berrent, David Guilbault, Johnathan Talmadge, Terence Wrong, Producers; Peter Jennings, Sheila MacVicar, John Laurence, Correspondents.

"WHO WILL TEACH FOR AMERICA" 9/3/91 PBS
Thatcher Drew, Executive Producer; Doc Jarden, Producer.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY (SEGMENTS)

"HIGHWAY OF DEATH & CORRIDOR OF OUTCASTS" 3/10/91 CBS
(CBS Weekend News)
Mary Mapes, Producer; Martha Teichner, Reporter/Correspondent.

"THE PLIGHT OF KURDISH REFUGEES IN IRAN" 4/9/91 ABC
(World News Tonight)
Tracy Day, Producer; Forrest Sawyer, Correspondent.

"OIL FIRES IN KUWAIT" 4/22/91 ABC
(ABC News Nightline)
Kathryn Kross, Producer; Al Dale, Correspondent.

"HANDFORD SERIES" 3/19/91 ABC
(ABC World News Tonight/American Agenda)
Susan Aasen, Producer; Barry Serafin, Correspondent.
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"HIDEOUS CRIMES" 6/6/91 ABC
(Primetime Live)

Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Grace Kahng, Producer; Diane Sawyer, Reporter/Correspondent.

"PUSHED TO THE EDGE-SEGMENT #2" 9/17/91 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)

Victor Neufeld, Executive Producer; Claudia Pryor Malis, Producer; Lynn Sherr, Reporter/Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL OR CULTURAL PROGRAMMING (PROGRAMS)

"HAWAII: STRANGERS IN PARADISE" 11/13/91 PBS
(National Geographic Specials)

Paul Atkins, Grace Niska Atkins, Producers. F. Murray Abraham, Host.

"PRISONERS OF THE BRAIN" 12/4/91 PBS

Steve Eder, Producer; Gregory Andorfer, Thomas Skinner, Executive Producers.

"INSIDE STORY: CHILDREN OF GOD" 10/5/91 DISCOVERY
(Discovery)

Stephen Lambert, Producer; Gene Galusha, Host.

"BACKSTAGE AT THE MASTERPIECE THEATRE" 3/24/91 PBS

Karen Goodman, Kirk Simon, Producers; Rebecca Eaton, Executive Producer.
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OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL OR CULTURAL PROGRAMMING (SEGMENTS)

"BITTER HARVEST"
(Primetime Live) 5/30/91 ABC
Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Robert Campos, Producer; John Quinones, Reporter/Correspondent.

"OFF BROADWAY"
(CBS Sunday Morning) 8/4/91 CBS
Linda Mason, Executive Producer; Mary Lou Teel, Producer; Charles Osgood, Correspondent.

"READIN', WRITIN', & RIGHT"
(Primetime Live) 6/6/91 ABC
Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Mark Lukasiewcz, Producer; Chris Wallace, Reporter/Correspondent.

"CHICAGO ART INSTITUTE"
(Edge) 8/22/91 PBS
Jeff Cooperman, Producer; Steven Weinstock, Michael Jackson, Executive Producers.

"A NEW LIFE FOR ANDREW (PARTS 1 & 2)"
(ABC News 20/20) 3/1/91 ABC
Victor Neufeld, Executive Producer; Claudia Pryor Malis, Producer; Stone Phillips, Reporter/Correspondent.
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"LOST HORIZONS' 
(Primetime Live) 7/11/91 ABC

Richard Kaplan, Executive Producer; Betsy West, Senior Broadcast Producer; Ira Rosen, Senior Producer; Rudy Bednar, Producer; John Quinones, Reporter/Correspondent.

============================================================================================================
SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT

"C. EVERETT KOOP, M.D." 3 PART SERIES NBC

Philip Burton Jr., Producer; C. Everett Koop, Reporter/Correspondent.

"COUSTEAU'S AUSTRALIA: CONTINENT OF DREAMS 5/26/91 TBS

Jean-Michael Cousteau, Mose Richards, Producers; Jane Lippman, Producer; Jacques-Yves Cousteau, Host.

"PEOPLE OF THE FOREST: THE CHIMPS OF GOMBE' 9/8/91 DISCOVERY

(Discovery Channel)

Hugo van Lawick, Producer; Michael Rosenberg, Tim Cowling, Executive Producers; Donald Sutherland, Host.

"1991: A YEAR TO REMEMBER" 12/31/91 CBS

(The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)

Eric Sorenson, Executive Producer; Warren Lustig, Marla Altschuler, Producers; Connie Chung, Anchor.

"SOVIETS: PROGRAM 1 "RED HOT" 1/6/91 PBS

Juris Podneiks, Producer; Richard Richter, Executive Producer; Hedrick Smith, Host.

continued...
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"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENTS" 2/25/91 PBS
Harry Moses, Executive Producer; Judith Moses, Senior Producer
Janice Legnitto, Producer.

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT

"THE GULF WAR" 1/91-4/91 ABC
(ABC News - Gulf War)
Forrest Sawyer, Reporter/Correspondent.

"REPORTS FROM CNN'S PETER ARNETT" 1/91-2/91 CNN
(War in The Gulf)
Robert Weiner, Bob Funnad, Eason Jordan, Producers; Peter Arnett, Reporter/Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING (PROGRAMS)

"NOVA: RUSSIAN RIGHT STUFF" 2/26-28/91 PBS
Paula S. Apsell, Executive Producer; David Dugan, Series Producer;
William Reid, Producer; Stacy Keach, Host.

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER: U-BOATS: TERROR ON OUR SHORES" 12/8/91 TBS
Christine Weber, Producer; Robert Urich, Host.

continued...
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"THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE/ LBJ" 9/30/991 PBS
David Grubin, Patricia Perini, Judy Crichton, Executive Producers; Margaret Drain, Senior Producer; David McCullough, Host.

"HEIL HITLER! CONFESSIONS OF A HITLER YOUTH" 6/23/91 HBO
Arthur Holch, Producer.

OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING (SEGMENTS)

"LETTERS HOME" (Primetime Live) 1/24/91 ABC
Rudy Bednar, Producer.

"SINS OF THEIR FATHERS" (60 Minutes) 4/14/91 CBS
Patti Hassler, Producer; Morley Safer, Correspondent.

"DAYS OF THE JACKAL" (Primetime Live) 1/3/91 ABC
Neal Shapiro, Producer; Pierre Salinger, Reporter/Correspondent.

"PEARL HARBOR ANNIVERSARY ESSAYS" 12/3-5/91 PBS
(The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour)
Mike Saltz, Senior Producer.

continued...
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"BILL VEECK" 2/21/91 CBS
(CBS Sunday Morning)
E.S. Lamoreaux III, Producer; Charles Kuralt, Correspondent.

"FIDEL CASTRO PROFILE, KENNEDY YEARS" 8/12-18/91 ABC
(ABC's Pan American Games)
Emilie Deutsch, Mary Anne Grabavoy, Producers; Wayne Smith, Jim McKay, Brent Musburger, Correspondents.

"ROUTE 66" 7/28/91 CBS
(CBS Sunday Morning)
James Houtrides, Producer; Bill Geist, Correspondent.

..................
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
WRITERS

DAVID BRINKLEY
"Pearl Harbor: Two Hours That Changed The World"
12/5/91 ABC

SHERRY JONES
"Frontline: In the Shadow of Sakharov"
10/15/91 PBS

DAVID GRUBIN
The American Experience/LBJ
9/30/91 PBS

JACK NEWFIELD, CHARLES STUART
"Frontline: Don King Unauthorized"
11/5/91 PBS

ALLISON ARGO
"The Urban Gorilla"
3/10/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
DIRECTORS

PAUL ATKINS
"Hawaii: Strangers in Paradise"
11/13/91 PBS
National Geographic Specials

ALAN RAYMOND
"Doing Time: Life Inside The Big House"
2/12/91 HBO
America Undercover

ALLISON ARGO
"The Urban Gorilla"
3/10/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer

continued...
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ROGER GOODMAN 9/5/91
A National Town Meeting With Gorbachev & Yeltsin: Taking Questions From America

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT: RESEARCHERS

AVERI M. LIVINGSTON
"Marian Anderson" 5/8/91 PBS

JANE GOODALL
People of the Forest: The Chimps of Gombe 9/8/91 DISCOVERY

ROBERT S. LEVI
"Duke Ellington: Reminiscing in Tempo" 12/9/91 PBS
The American Experience

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT: CINEMATOGRAPHERS

PAUL ATKINS
"Hawaii: Strangers in Paradise" 11/13/91 PBS
National Geographic Specials

REUBEN AARONSON
"Gauchos" 3/3/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer

AL GIDDINGS
"Shark Chronicles" 10/27/91 ABC
ABC World of Discovery
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
ELECTRONIC CAMERAPERSONS

JOSEPH LOMONACO
"Bitter Harvest" 5/30/91 ABC
Primetime Live

JEFF RIGGINS
"Kurdish Refugees" 4/10, 11, 19/91 NBC
NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
SOUND

GRACE NISKA ATKINS, CLIFFORD HOELSCHER, PAUL SCHREMP, MARK LINDEN
"Hawaii: Strangers in Paradise" 11/13/91 PBS
National Geographic Specials

GLEN MARULLO, MARTIN NELSON, NELSON FUNK
"Zaire River Journey" 12/1/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer

VINCENT ALEXANDRE
"Birdnesters of Thailand" 8/18/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer

ALASTAIR KENNEL, MARTIN NELSON, NELSON FUNK
"Fires of War" 9/29/91 TBS
National Geographic Explorer
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
VIDEOTAPE EDITORS

WARREN LUSTIG
"1991: A Year To Remember"
CBS Evening News with Dan Rather

GEORGE STAMER
"Shark Chronicles"
ABC World of Discovery

JOAN TURTURRO, SUSAN CARTER, SAL FRISINA, JORGE J. GARCIA,
FRANCIS HODNETT, ROB KLUG, GREGORY F. MCLAUGHLIN,
NATHANIEL MERRILL, KEN MOONEY, LESLIE MULKEY, DOREEN
SCHENK, BRUCE SPIEGEL
48 Hours: Driven to Extremes

ALAN MILLER
The Home Front with Bill Moyers

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
FILM EDITORS

MICK KACZOROWSKI
"Jungle Kayaks"
National Geographic Explorer

LISA FREDRICKSON
"Jitterbug!"
National Geographic Explorer

PAUL BARNES
"Coney Island"
The American Experience
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
LIGHTING DIRECTORS

ALAN ADELMAN
"Secret Weapons of World War II" - 12/8/91  TBS
Intrepid Shoot
National Geographic Explorer

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT:
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

STEVEN JACOBS, JEFF KREINER, ERIC SHAPIRO, NED STEINBERG,
LOU PALISANO, LIZ KEATING, STEVEN VARDI, MITCH FRIEDMAN,
JOHN MABEY, STEVE BLAKEY, DON BUTLER, DEAN WINKLER,
TIM FARRELL, ERIC EISER, EDWARD VIVONA
"Showdown In The Gulf" & "War In The Gulf" 1/91, 2/91  CBS
CBS News Special Events

WENDY DOBROWNER, MITCH DOBROWNER, LISA PAPERNO, CHERI DUSAIR,
ROBIN STAMPE, MICHAEL ZAK, JAMY HUANG CHEN, TERRY O'BRIEN
"Explorer Show Open" 8/18/91  TBS
National Geographic Explorer

AL BERMANN, JOHN RIDGWAY, DON ROY KING, LEWIS HALL, ERIC SORENSEN, CHRIS SOY
Various Graphics 11/91, 12/91  CBS
ABC News Coverage Of The Gulf War 1/16/91, 3/6/91  ABC